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Senior Salesforce Consultant & Developer            

 

Profile  

I am having 5+ years of experience working on Salesforce 
technologies as Apex, Visual Force, Batch Class, Trigger, marketing 
cloud, API integration and process builder. Worked on a number of 
projects and gained enough knowledge and experience to 
understand the client requirement well and develop a solution that 
fits in their requirements. I have also worked with different web 
technologies as HTML, CSS, Javascript and Bootstrap.  

Skills  

Web Technologies - HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap 
Languages - Java, Apex coding 

DBMS - MySQL 

IDE’s - Eclipse, Sublime, Mavensmate 

Operating Systems - Windows 

SFDC Technologies - Apex, Visual Force, Batch Class, Trigger, 

Workflows,  Process Builder, Approval Process, Scheduler, Test Class, 

Migration using ANT and Changeset, Marketing Cloud Journey 

Builder and Email Template, API Integration 

Security Scan – CheckMarx (To fix the Vulnerability in Apex 

Xlass/Pages) 
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Expertise 

Project Details 

 
Project Name     LadyBoss 
Role      Developer 
Skills      Email templates, Journey builder, and Synchronized data extension 
 
Description   Basically marketing cloud used to send large scale of emails/SMS.  

So here we have used for sending the emails to the customer who 
joined the campaign and also we send the survey emails to track the 
customer feedback for the card update feature 

 
 
Project Name     Equote tool 
Role  Team lead, Gather requirements, converting business scenario to 

technical. Delivering the final changes 
Skills      Apex class, VF pages, lighting components 
 
Description  We have implemented this for a telecom product based company. 

Customer used to enter the products manually by typing the product 
name and quantity and the total price and they has to manage 
manually the rules/ extra products manually so this was taking lots of 
man hours to enter the data and generating the quote and sending it 
on the email. 
 
So to overcome this issue we have implement a tool where customer 
can click a button to select the products and generating the quote and 
marketers can select the quotes and can send email as well. 
Here the main advantage is time consumption. So we have created the 
rules in such a way that customer don’t need to think which additional 
products to add.  
For example: If customer added “ABC” product and its set up product 
will get automatically added. 


